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Overview
Retail electricity rates in Germany consist of several components like costs of power generation, grid fees, EEG levy,
electricity tax, VAT, concession fees etc [1]. In today’s market setting, all these components are usually charged per
unit of energy, therefore, a constant energy price applies to energy consumption of retail customers, which poses no
incentive for adjustments of the consumption behavior to external requirements.
Since increasing generation from volatile renewable sources causes higher demand for flexibility in the energy
system, flexibilization of household customers’ consumption patterns can be an important contribution. Utilization of
this potential can be enabled by variable electricity rates with elements like time-dependent pricing, peak pricing,
real-time pricing or demand charges [2,3,4]. Recommendations for useful rate design can be deduced by simulation
based on measured consumption data [5,6,7]. This raises the question: Which price components should be charged in
a variable way in order to reproduce the optimal rates with necessary spreads and to assign price risks to the
appropriate market players [8,9]?

Methods
Previous work yields optimized electricity rates which are calculated without consideration of the price composition
[10]. Generally, the resulting price structures cannot be represented in only one price component in a sensible way.
The components are analyzed regarding several criteria like current level of the component (e.g. on average 7.5 cents
for grid fees), the responsible market players or authorities (e.g. grid operator and regulator for grid fees), their
intentions and goals (e.g. coverage of grid costs for grid operators), the regulatory and practical potential for
flexibilization etc.
Customer reactions to variable rates can be simulated based on measured time-resolved consumption data [11,12],
which allows to evaluate which rate elements cause which specific reactions like load-shifting or energy saving.
Based on that, it is examined whether the effects of these variable elements correspond to the goals of the considered
market players and authorities and whether the related price component can pose a sufficient incentive for this
change in behaviour. This leads to a recommendation for a useful design of price components.

Results
The evaluations show that the price component which covers the cost of electricity generation is too small to cause
relevant changes in the behavior of household customers. Therefore, it is recommended to consider additional
flexibilization of other price components. Grid fees and EEG levy are the best candidates here, since they provide the
largest lever. Grid fees can be designed to incorporate demand charges, since grid costs are largely dependent on
peak demand. Time-dependent EEG levies can help to integrate renewable generation into the system by
incentivizing load-shifting to peak generation periods. Together with other components like electricity tax,
concession fees and possibly a new flexibility levy, this enables the design of effective variable rates.

Conclusions
The analysis shows the importance of considering all price components of retail electricity rates in the design of
variable retail rates. Suitable flexibilization of these components allows to assign effective variable elements to the
respective market role and thus, to develop a useful future market setting.
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